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1 Introduction
In many physical measurement systems, one can only measure the power spectral density, i.e., the magnitude-
square of the Fourier transform of the underlying signal. For example, in an optical setting, detection devices like
CCD cameras and photosensitive films cannot measure the phase of a light wave and instead measure the photon
flux. In addition, at a large enough distance from the imaging plane the field is given by the Fourier transform
of the image (up to a known phase factor). Thus, in the far field, optical devices essentially measure the Fourier
transform magnitude. Since the phase encodes a lot of the structural content of the image, important information
is lost. The problem of reconstructing a signal from its Fourier magnitude is known as phase retrieval [1,2]. This
reconstruction problem is one with a rich history and arises in many areas of engineering and applied physics,
including optics [3], X-ray crystallography [4], astronomical imaging [5], speech processing [6], computational
biology [7], blind deconvolution [8] and more.
Reconstructing a signal from its Fourier magnitude alone is generally a very difficult task. It is well known
that Fourier phase is quite often more important than Fourier magnitude in reconstructing a signal from its
Fourier transform [9]. To demonstrate this fact, a synthetic example, courtesy of [10], is provided in Figure 1.
The figure shows the result of the following numerical simulation: Two images are Fourier transformed, their
Fourier phases are swapped and then they are inverse Fourier transformed. The result clearly demonstrates the
importance of Fourier phase. Therefore, simply ignoring the phase and performing an inverse Fourier transform
does not lead to satisfactory recovery. Instead, algorithmic phase retrieval can be used, offering a means for
recovering the phase from the given magnitude measurements and possibly additional prior knowledge, providing
an alternative to sophisticated measurement setups as in holography which attempt to directly measure the phase
by requiring interference with another known field.
To set up the phase retrieval problem mathematically, we focus on the discretized one-dimensional (1D)
setting. Let x = (x[0], x[1], . . . , x[N − 1])T be a signal of length N such that it has non-zero values only within
the interval [0, N−1]. Denote by y = (y[0], y[1], . . . , y[N−1])T its N point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and
let z = (z[0], z[1], . . . , z[N − 1])T be the Fourier magnitude-square measurements z[m] = ∣∣y[m]∣∣2. Phase retrieval
can be mathematically stated as:
find x (1)
subject to z[m] =
∣∣〈fm,x〉∣∣2 for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1,
where fm is the conjugate of the mth column of the N point DFT matrix, with elements e
i2pimnN , and 〈., .〉 is the
inner product operator.
1.1 Classic Approaches
For any given Fourier magnitude, the Fourier phase can be chosen from an N -dimensional set. Since distinct
phases correspond to different signals in general, the feasible set of (1) is an N -dimensional manifold, rendering
phase retrieval a very ill-posed problem. One approach to try and overcome the ill-posedness is to employ
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Figure 1: A synthetic example demonstrating the importance of Fourier phase in reconstructing a signal from its
Fourier transform (courtesy of [10]).
oversampling by using an M > N point DFT (see [11] for a comprehensive survey). A typical choice is M = 2N .
The term oversampling is used in this chapter to refer to measurements from the M = 2N point DFT.
Phase retrieval with oversampling can be equivalently stated as the problem of reconstructing a signal from
its autocorrelation measurements a = (a[0], a[1], . . . , a[N − 1])T , i.e.,
find x (2)
subject to a[m] =
N−1−m∑
j=0
x[j]x?[m+ j] for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1.
This is because the length M = 2N DFT of a is given by z.
Observe that the operations of time-shift, conjugate-flip and global phase-change on the signal do not affect
the autocorrelation, because of which there are trivial ambiguities. Signals obtained by these operations are
considered equivalent, and in most applications it is good enough if any equivalent signal is recovered. For
example, in astronomy, where the underlying signal corresponds to stars in the sky, or in X-ray crystallography,
where the underlying signal corresponds to atoms or molecules in a crystal, equivalent solutions are equally
informative [4, 5].
In the 1D setup, it has been shown, using spectral factorization, that there is no uniqueness and the feasible set
of (2) can include up to 2N non-equivalent solutions [12]. While this is a significant improvement (when compared
to the feasible set of (1)), 2N is still a prohibitive number because of which phase retrieval with oversampling
remains ill-posed. Furthermore, adding support constraints on x does not help to ensure uniqueness. However,
for higher dimensions (2D and above), it has been shown by Hayes [13] using dimension counting that, with
the exception of a set of signals of measure zero, phase retrieval with oversampling is well posed up to trivial
ambiguities.
As we discuss further below, to guarantee unique identification in the 1D case it is necessary to assume (or
enforce) additional constraints on the unknown signal such as sparsity or to introduce specific redundancy into
the measurements. Even when unique identification of the underlying signal is theoretically possible, it is unclear
how to find the unique solution efficiently and robustly. Earlier approaches to phase retrieval were based on
alternating projections, pioneered by the work of Gerchberg and Saxton [14]. In this framework, phase retrieval
is reformulated as the following least-squares problem:
min
x
M−1∑
m=0
(
z[m]−∣∣〈fm,x〉∣∣2)2 . (3)
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The Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm attempts to minimize this non-convex objective by starting with a ran-
dom initialization and iteratively imposing the time domain (support) and Fourier magnitude constraints using
projections. The details of the various steps are provided in Algorithm 1. The objective is shown to be mono-
tonically decreasing as the iterations progress. However, since the projections are between a convex set (for the
time domain constraints) and a non-convex set (for the Fourier magnitude constraints), the convergence is often
to a local minimum, due to which the algorithm has limited recovery abilities even in the noiseless setting.
Algorithm 1 Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) Algorithm
Input: Fourier magnitude-square measurements z
Output: Estimate xˆ of the underlying signal
Initialize: Choose a random input signal x(0), ` = 0
while halting criterion false do
`← `+ 1
Compute the DFT of x(`−1): y(`) = Fx(`−1)
Impose Fourier magnitude constraints: y′(`)[m] = y
(`)[m]
|y(`)[m]|
√
z[m]
Compute the inverse DFT of y′(`): x′(`) = F−1y′(`)
Impose time-domain constraints to obtain x(`)
end while
return xˆ← x(`)
Fienup, in his seminal work [15], extended the alternating projection framework by adding additional time-
domain restrictions and introducing several variants to the time-domain projection step. The most popular of
these is the Hybrid Input-Output (HIO) algorithm. While the basic framework of the HIO technique is similar to
the GS method, the former includes an additional time-domain correction step in order to improve convergence
(see [15] for details). The HIO algorithm is not guaranteed to converge, and when it does converge, it may be
to a local minimum. Nonetheless, HIO methods and their variants are often used in optical phase retrieval. We
refer the readers to [16] and [17] for a theoretical and numerical investigation of these techniques.
1.2 Recent Approaches
Recently, phase retrieval has benefited from a surge of research in both the optics and the mathematical communi-
ties due to various new imaging techniques in optics, and advances in modern optimization tools and structured-
based information processing [18–20]. For example, one imaging modality which has gained large interest in the
past 15 years is coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) [23] in which an object is illuminated with a coherent wave
and the far-field diffraction intensity pattern is measured. Phase retrieval algorithms are a key component in
enabling CDI imaging. On the algorithmic side, as we detail further below, ideas of semidefinite relaxation and
sparsity have played a key role in modern phase retrieval.
Recent approaches to phase retrieval can be broadly classified into two categories:
(i) Additional prior information: Inspired by advances in the field of compressed sensing [19–22], various
researchers have explored the idea of sparsity as a prior information on the signal [24–33]. A signal of length N
is said to be k-sparse if it has k locations with non-zero values and k  N . The exact locations and values of the
nonzero elements are not known a priori. The approach to sparse phase retrieval has been to develop conditions
under which only one sparse signal satisfies the autocorrelation measurements and to suggest algorithms which
exploit the sparsity to improve convergence and robustness to noise.
(ii) Additional magnitude-only measurements: Technological advances have enabled the possibility of obtaining
more information about the signal via additional magnitude-only measurements. This can be done in various
ways depending on the application; common approaches include the use of masks [35], optical gratings [37],
oblique illuminations [38], and short-time Fourier transform (STFT) magnitude measurements which utilize
overlap between adjacent short-time sections [39–43]. An important line of research is to identify the necessary
additional magnitude-only measurements needed in order to render the recovery unique, efficient and robust.
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Another popular trend in the phase retrieval literature for analysis purposes is to replace the Fourier mea-
surements with random measurements so that z[m] =
∣∣〈vm,x〉∣∣2 for random vectors vm. This allows to derive
uniqueness and recovery guarantees more easily than for Fourier measurements [47–55]. Since this review focuses
on Fourier phase retrieval which naturally arises in optics, astronomy and more, we do not pursue this line of
work here.
On the algorithmic front, one of the recent popular approaches to treat phase retrieval problems of both
categories above is to use semidefinite programming (SDP) methods. SDP algorithms have been shown to yield
robust solutions to various quadratic-constrained optimization problems (see [55–57] and references therein).
Since phase retrieval results in quadratic constraints, it is natural to use SDP techniques to try and solve such
problems [25–27]. An SDP formulation of phase retrieval (1) can be obtained by a procedure popularly known
as lifting–We embed x in a higher dimensional space using the transformation X = xx?. The Fourier magnitude
measurements are then linear in the matrix X:
z[m] =
∣∣〈fm,x〉∣∣2 = x?fmf?mx = trace(fmf?mxx?) = trace(fmf?mX).
Consequently, phase retrieval reduces to finding a rank one positive semidefinite matrix X which satisfies these
affine measurement constraints, leading to the following reformulation:
minimize rank(X)
subject to z[m] = trace(fmf
?
mX) for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1
X < 0.
Unfortunately, rank(X) is a non-convex function of X. To obtain a convex program one possibility is to replace
it by the convex surrogate trace(X) [22,45], resulting in the convex SDP
minimize trace(X) (4)
subject to z[m] = trace(fmf
?
mX) for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1
X < 0.
This approach is referred to as PhaseLift [25].
SDP algorithms are known to be robust in general. However, due to the high dimensional transformation
involved, they can be computationally demanding. A recent alternative is to use gradient-based techniques
with appropriate initialization. For the random measurement case, an alternating minimization algorithm is
proposed in [54], and a non-convex algorithm based on Wirtinger Flow is suggested in [59]. Beyond these general
purpose techniques, efficient phase retrieval algorithms have been developed which take advantage of sparsity [46]
and specific magnitude-only measurements. In particular, clever mask designs allow for recovery using simple
combinatorial algorithms [60,62,63].
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of some of the recent developments, both theoretical and
algorithmic, in phase retrieval. In particular, we focus on sparse phase retrieval, the use of masks, and recovery
from the STFT magnitude. We refer the readers to the recent overview [10] which contains applications to optics
as well as a more comprehensive review of the history of phase retrieval and some of the algorithmic aspects.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we motivate sparse phase retrieval, which is
the problem of reconstructing a sparse signal from its Fourier magnitude. Section 3 considers phase retrieval
using masks. In Section 4, we study STFT phase retrieval in which the measurements correspond to the STFT
magnitude. For each of these three problems, we provide a literature survey of the available uniqueness guarantees
and describe various recovery algorithms. Section 5 concludes the chapter.
2 Sparse Phase Retrieval
In many applications of phase retrieval, the underlying signals are naturally sparse due to the physical nature of the
setup. For instance, electron microscopy deals with sparsely distributed atoms or molecules [4], while astronomical
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imaging tends to consider sparsely distributed stars [5]. More generally, a sparsity prior corresponds to having
advance knowledge that the unknown signal has some characteristic structure, or, equivalently, that it has a small
number of degrees of freedom. The simplest setting is when the basis in which the object is represented compactly
is known in advance. This basis is referred to as the sparsity basis, or dictionary. When such a dictionary is
not given a priori, it can often be learned from the measurements themselves [64] or from data with similar
features that may be available from other sources [19]. Sparsity priors have been used extensively in many fields
of engineering and statistics and are known to model well various classes of images and signals. Recently, the
use of sparsity has also become popular in optical applications including holography [65], super-resolution and
sub-wavelength imaging [66–71] and ankylography [73,74].
If it is known a priori that the signal of interest is sparse, then one could potentially solve for the sparsest
solution satisfying the Fourier magnitude measurements. Our problem can then be written as
minimize ‖x‖0 (5)
subject to z[m] =
∣∣〈fm,x〉∣∣2 for 0 ≤ m ≤M − 1,
where ‖.‖0 is the `0 norm which counts the number of nonzero entries of its argument. When M = 2N , sparse
phase retrieval is equivalent to the problem of reconstructing a sparse signal from its autocorrelation.
2.1 Uniqueness
We begin by reviewing existing uniqueness results for sparse phase retrieval (5). These results are summarized
in Table I. Since the operations of time-shift, conjugate-flip and global phase-change on the signal do not affect
its sparsity, similar to standard phase retrieval, recovery is possible only up to these trivial ambiguities.
A general uniqueness result is derived in [26], where it is shown, using dimension counting, that most sparse
signals with aperiodic support can be uniquely identified from their autocorrelation. A signal is said to have
periodic, or aperiodic support, if the locations of its non-zero components are uniformly spaced, or not uniformly
spaced, respectively. As an example, consider the signal x = (x[0], x[1], x[2], x[3], x[4])T of length N = 5.
(i) Possible aperiodic supports: {n|x[n] 6= 0} = {0, 1, 3}, {1, 2, 4}.
(ii) Possible periodic supports: {n|x[n] 6= 0} = {0, 2, 4}, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}.
Consequently, if the signal of interest is known to have aperiodic support, then sparse phase retrieval is almost
surely well-posed. Note, however, that this still does not provide an efficient robust method for finding the sparse
input. An explanation as to why recovery of a sparse signal with periodic support is generally not possible
is provided in [31]. Specifically, it is argued that a sparse signal with periodic support can be viewed as an
upsampled version of a non-sparse signal. Sparse phase retrieval in this case is then seen to be equivalent to
phase retrieval, because of which most such signals cannot be uniquely identified from their autocorrelation.
In [33], it is shown that the knowledge of the autocorrelation is sufficient to uniquely identify 1D sparse signals
if the autocorrelation is collision free, as long as the sparsity k 6= 6. A signal x is said to have a collision free
autocorrelation if for all indices {i1, i2, i3, i4} such that {x[i1], x[i2], x[i3], x[i4]} 6= 0, we have |i1 − i2| 6= |i3 − i4|.
In words, a signal is said to have a collision free autocorrelation if no two pairs of locations with non-zero values
in the signal are separated by the same distance. For higher dimensions, the authors show that the requirement
k 6= 6 is not necessary. This result has been further refined in [34], where it is shown that k2 − k + 1 Fourier
magnitude measurements are sufficient to recover the autocorrelation.
2.2 Algorithms
Phase retrieval algorithms based on alternating projections and SDP have been adapted to solve sparse phase
retrieval. In this subsection, we first describe these two adaptations, explain their limitations and then describe
two powerful sparse phase retrieval algorithms: TSPR [28] and GESPAR [30]. TSPR can provably recover most
O(N1/2−)-sparse signals up to the trivial ambiguities. Further, for most O(N1/4−)-sparse signals, the recovery
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Table I: Uniqueness results for sparse phase retrieval (with M ≥ 2N point DFT).
is robust in the presence of noise. GESPAR has been shown to yield fast and accurate recovery results, and has
been used in several phase retrieval optics applications [67,70–72,74].
(i) Alternating projections: The Fienup HIO algorithm has been extended to solve sparse phase retrieval by
adapting the step involving time domain constraints to promote sparsity. This can be achieved in several ways.
For example, the locations with absolute values less than a particular threshold may be set to zero. Alternatively,
the k locations with the highest absolute values can be retained and the rest set to zero [32]. In the noiseless
setting, the sparsity constraint partially alleviates the convergence issues if multiple random initializations are
considered and the underlying signals are sufficiently sparse. However, in the noisy setting, convergence issues
still remain.
(ii) SDP-based methods: It is well-known that `1-minimization, which is a convex surrogate for `0-minimization,
promotes sparse solutions [21]. Hence, a natural convex program to solve sparse phase retrieval is:
minimize trace(X) + λ‖X‖1 (6)
subject to z[m] = trace(fmf
?
mX) for 0 ≤ m ≤M − 1
X < 0,
for some regularizer λ > 0. While this approach has enjoyed considerable success in related problems like
generalized phase retrieval for sparse signals [50,52,53], it often fails to solve sparse phase retrieval.
This does not come as a surprise as the issue of trivial ambiguities (due to time-shift and conjugate-flip) is
still unresolved. If X0 = x0x
?
0 is the desired sparse solution, then X˜0 = x˜0x˜
?
0, where x˜0 is the conjugate-flipped
version of x0, Xj = xjx
?
j , where xj is the signal obtained by time-shifting x0 by j units, and X˜j = x˜jx˜
?
j , where
x˜j is the signal obtained by time-shifting x˜0 by j units are also feasible with the same objective value as X0.
Since (6) is a convex program, any convex combination of these solutions is feasible as well and has an objective
value less than or equal to that of X0, because of which the optimizer is neither sparse nor rank one. Many
iterative heuristics have been proposed to break this symmetry [25,27,29]. While these heuristics enjoy empirical
success, they are computationally expensive due to the fact that each iteration involves the solution of a high
dimensional convex program and the number of iterations required for convergence can be high.
(iii) TSPR: The convex program (6) fails to solve sparse phase retrieval primarily because of issues due to
trivial ambiguities, which stem from the fact that the support of the signal is unknown. In order to overcome
this, Two-stage Sparse Phase Retrieval (TSPR) is proposed in [28], which involves: (i) estimating the support of
the signal using an efficient algorithm and (ii) estimating the signal values with known support using the convex
program (6).
The first stage of TSPR, which involves recovery of the support of the signal (denoted by V ) from the support
of the autocorrelation (denoted by B), is equivalent to that of recovering an integer set from its pairwise distances
(also known as the Turnpike problem [86–88]). For example, consider the integer set V = {2, 5, 13, 31, 44}. Its
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pairwise distance set is given by B = {0, 3, 8, 11, 13, 18, 26, 29, 31, 39, 42}. The Turnpike problem is to reconstruct
V from B. In [28], it is argued that due to trivial ambiguities, without loss of generality, one can always construct
a solution U = {u0, u1, . . . , uk−1} which is a subset of B. TSPR, in essence, eliminates all the integers in B that
do not belong to U using two instances of the Intersection step and one instance of the Graph step. These steps
are explained in [28]. As to the second step, even though is involves lifting, the dimension of the problem is
reduced from N to k due to knowledge of the support from the first stage. In the noisy setting, TSPR considers
the pairwise distance set of B, along with a series of Generalized intersection steps, to ensure stable recovery.
TSPR provably recovers most O(N1/2−)-sparse signals efficiently and most O(N1/4−)-signals robustly. A brief
overview of the steps involved is provided in Algorithm 2. We refer the interested readers to [28] for further
details.
Algorithm 2 TSPR (see [28] for noisy setting)
Input: Autocorrelation measurements a
Output: Sparse estimate xˆ of the underlying sparse signal
1) Obtain B = { n | a[n] 6= 0 }
2) Infer {u0, u1, uk−1} from B
3) Intersection step using u1: obtain Z = 0 ∪
(
B ∩ (B + u1)
)
4) Graph step using (Z,B): obtain {u2, u3, . . . , ut} for t = 3
√
log(k)
5) Intersection step using {u2, u3, . . . , ut}: obtain U
6) Obtain Xˆ by solving:
minimize trace(X) (7)
subject to z[m] = trace(fmf
?
mX) for 0 ≤ m ≤M − 1
X[n1, n2] = 0 if {n1, n2} /∈ U
X < 0
7) Return xˆ, where xˆxˆ? is the best rank one approximation of Xˆ
(iv) GESPAR: In [30], a sparse optimization-based greedy search method called GESPAR (GrEedy Sparse
PhAse Retrieval) is proposed. Sparse phase retrieval is reformulated as the following sparsity-constrained least-
squares problem:
min
x
M−1∑
m=0
(
z[m]−∣∣〈fm,x〉∣∣2)2 (8)
subject to ‖x‖0 ≤ k.
GESPAR is a local search method, based on iteratively updating the signal support, and seeking a vector that
corresponds to the measurements under the current support. A location-search method is repeatedly invoked,
beginning with an initial random support set. Then, at each iteration, a swap is performed between a support and
a non-support index. Only two elements are changed in the swap (one in the support and one in the non-support),
following the so-called 2-opt method [89]. Given the support of the signal, phase retrieval is then treated as a
non-convex optimization problem, and approximated using the damped Gauss-Newton method [90].
GESPAR has been used in several phase retrieval optics applications, including CDI of 1D objects [67, 71],
efficient CDI of sparsely temporally varying objects [70] and phase retrieval via waveguide arrays [72]. A brief
overview of the steps involved is provided in Algorithm 3. We refer the interested readers to [30] for further
details.
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Algorithm 3 GESPAR (see [30] for details)
Input: Autocorrelation measurements a, parameters τ and ITER
Output: Sparse estimate xˆ of the underlying sparse signal
Initialization: Set T = 0 and j = 0
1) Generate a random support set S(0) of size k
2) Invoke the damped Gauss Newton method with support S(0), and obtain x(0)
General Step (j = 1, 2, . . .):
3) Update support: Let p be the index from S(j−1) corresponding to the component of x(j−1) with the
smallest absolute value and q be the index from the complement of S(j−1) corresponding to the component
of ∇f(x(j−1)) with the highest absolute value, where ∇f(x) is the gradient of the least-squares objective
function (8). Increase T by 1, and make a swap between the indices p and q, i.e., S′ = (S(j−1)\{p}) ∪ {q}
4) Minimize with given support: Invoke the damped Gauss Newton method with support S′, and obtain x′
If f(x′) < f(x(j−1)), then set S(j) = S′,x(j) = x′, advance j and go to Step 3. If none of the
swaps resulted with a better objective function value, go to Step 1
Until f(x) < τ or T > ITER.
Return xˆ← x(j)
2.3 Numerical Simulations
In this subsection, we demonstrate the performance of TSPR and GESPAR using numerical simulations.
We compare the recovery ability of the Fienup HIO algorithm, TSPR and GESPAR in the noiseless setting.
We consider sparse signals of length N = 6400 for varying sparsities 20 ≤ k ≤ 90. For each sparsity, 100 trials are
performed. The locations with non-zero values are chosen uniformly at random and the values in the non-zero
locations are chosen from an i.i.d. standard normal distribution. Fienup HIO algorithm is run with 200 random
initializations, GESPAR is run with parameters τ = 10−4 and ITER = 10000. The probability of successful
recovery of these algorithms is plotted versus sparsity in Figure 2a. It can be seen that GESPAR has the best
empirical performance among the three algorithms: GESPAR recovers signals with sparsities up to 57 while
TSPR recovers signals with sparsities up to 53. Both GESPAR and TSPR significantly outperform the Fienup
HIO algorithm.
In Figure 2b, the probability of successful recovery of TSPR for N = {12500, 25000, 50000} is plotted versus
sparsity. The O(N1/2−) theoretical guarantee of TSPR is clearly verified empirically. For example, the choices
N = 12500, k = 80 and N = 50000, k = 160 have a success probability of 0.5.
3 Phase Retrieval using Masks
The use of masked magnitude-only measurements in order to resolve the Fourier phase uniquely has been explored
by various researchers. The key idea, in a nutshell, is to obtain additional information about the signal using
multiple masks in order to mitigate the uniqueness and algorithmic issues of phase retrieval. There are many ways
in which this can be performed in practice, depending on the application. Several such methods are summarized
in [25]: (i) Masking: The phase front after the sample is modified by the use of a mask or a phase plate [35,36].
A schematic representation, courtesy of [58], is provided in Figure 3. (ii) Optical grating: The illuminating beam
is modulated by the use of optical gratings [37], using a setup similar to Figure 3. (iii) Oblique illuminations:
The illuminating beam is modulated to hit the sample at specific angles [38].
Suppose Fourier magnitude-square measurements are collected using R masks (or modulated illuminations).
For 0 ≤ r ≤ R−1, let Dr be an N×N diagonal matrix, corresponding to the rth mask or modulated illumination,
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Figure 2: Performance of various sparse phase retrieval algorithms (courtesy of [28] and [30]).
with diagonal entries (dr[0], dr[1], . . . , dr[N − 1]). Let Z denote the N ×R magnitude-square measurements, such
that the rth column of Z corresponds to the magnitude-square of the N point DFT of the masked signal Drx.
Phase retrieval using masks then reduces to the following reconstruction problem:
find x (9)
subject to Z[m, r] =
∣∣〈fm,Drx〉∣∣2 for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ R− 1.
A natural question to ask is how many masks are needed in order to guarantee uniqueness. While this question,
in its full generality, is still open, results are available when it comes to uniquely identifying most signals. The
best known result is due to [60], where it is shown that two generic masks are sufficient to uniquely identify most
signals up to global phase if an M ≥ 2N point DFT is considered. While this is a strong identifiability result,
it is unclear how to efficiently and robustly recover the underlying signal from these measurements. Another
natural question to ask, hence, is how many and which masks allow for unique, efficient and robust recovery of
the underlying signal.
3.1 Uniqueness and Algorithms
Phase retrieval algorithms based on SDP and stochastic gradient descent (Wirtinger Flow algorithm [59]) have
been adapted to solve phase retrieval using masks uniquely, efficiently and robustly for some choices of masks.
Combinatorial algorithms have also been developed for specific mask designs which allow for unique and efficient
reconstruction in the noiseless setting. In the following, we survey the main algorithms proposed along with the
corresponding choice of masks.
(i) SDP methods: SDP-based phase retrieval has been adapted to account for masks in [58,60] by solving
minimize trace(X) (10)
subject to Z[m, r] = trace( D?rfmf
?
mDrX ) for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ R− 1
X < 0.
In order to provide recovery guarantees, the masks in [58] are chosen from a random model. In particular, the
diagonal matrices Dr are assumed to be i.i.d. copies of a matrix D, whose entries consist of i.i.d. copies of a
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Figure 3: A typical setup for phase retrieval using masks or modulated illuminations (courtesy of [58]).
random variable d satisfying the following properties:
E[d] = 0 E[d2] = 0 E|d|4 = 2E|d|2.
An example of an admissible random variable is given by d = b1b2, where b1 and b2 are independent and
distributed as
b1 =

1 with prob. 14
−1 with prob. 14
i with prob. 14
−i with prob. 14
b2 =
{
1 with prob. 45√
6 with prob. 15
. (11)
Under this model, it is shown that R ≥ c log4N masks, for some numerical constant c, are sufficient for the
convex program (10) to uniquely recover the underlying signal up to global phase with high probability in the
noiseless setting. This result has been further refined to R ≥ c log2N in [61].
In [60], specific deterministic masks are considered instead of random masks. In the noiseless setting, it is
shown that 2 masks are sufficient for the convex program (10) to uniquely recover non-vanishing signals up to
global phase if an M ≥ 2N point DFT is used. A signal x of length N is said to be non-vanishing if x[n] 6= 0
for each 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. In particular, the 2 masks {I,D1}, where I is the N ×N identity matrix and D1 is a
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given by
d1[n] =
{
0 for n = 0
1 for 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, (12)
are proposed. This result has also been extended to the N point DFT setup by using 5 masks {I,D2,D3,D4,D5},
where {D2,D3,D4,D5} are diagonal matrices with diagonal entries
d2[n] =
{
1 for 0 ≤ n ≤ bN2 c
0 otherwise
d3[n] =
{
1 for 1 ≤ n ≤ bN2 c
0 otherwise
d4[n] =
{
1 for bN2 c ≤ n ≤ N − 1
0 otherwise
d5[n] =
{
1 for bN2 c+ 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
0 otherwise.
In the noisy setting, for both the aforementioned random masks and deterministic mask setup, empirical evidence
strongly suggests that the recovery is stable. In the deterministic mask setup, stability guarantees are provided
in [60].
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(ii) Wirtinger Flow algorithm: An alternative recovery approach for masked signals is based on the Wirtinger
flow method [59], which applies gradient descent to the least squares problem:
min
x
R−1∑
r=0
N−1∑
m=0
(
Z[m, r]−∣∣〈fm,Drx〉∣∣2)2 . (13)
Minimizing such non-convex objectives is known to be NP-hard in general. Gradient descent-type methods have
shown promise in solving such problems, however, their performance is very dependent on the initialization and
update rules due to the fact that different initialization and update strategies lead to convergence to different
(possibly local) minima.
Wirtinger flow (WF) is a gradient descent-type algorithm which starts with a careful initialization obtained
by means of a spectral method. We refer the readers to [59] for a discussion on various spectral method-based
initialization strategies. The initial estimate is then iteratively refined using particular update rules. It is argued
that the average WF update is the same as the average stochastic gradient scheme update. Consequently, WF
can be viewed as a stochastic gradient descent algorithm, in which only an unbiased estimate of the true gradient
is observed. The authors recommend the use of smaller step-sizes in the early iterations and larger step-sizes
in later iterations. When the masks are chosen from a random model with a distribution satisfying properties
similar to (11), it is shown that R ≥ c log4N masks, for some numerical constant c, are sufficient for the WF
algorithm to uniquely recover the underlying signal up to global phase with high probability in the noiseless
setting. A brief overview of WF is provided in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Wirtinger Flow (WF) Algorithm
Input: Magnitude-square measurements Z and modulations {D0,D1, . . . ,DR−1}, parameters µmax and t0
Output: Estimate xˆ of the underlying signal
Initialize x(0) via a spectral method (see [59] for variations): The eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of
1
RN
R−1∑
r=0
N−1∑
m=0
Z[m, r] (D?rfmf
?
mDr)

while halting criterion false do
Update the estimate x(t+1) using the rule
x(t+1) = x(t) +
µ
‖x(0)‖2
 1
RN
R−1∑
r=0
N−1∑
m=0
(
Z[m, r]−
∣∣∣∣〈fm,Drx(t)〉∣∣∣∣2
)
D?rfmf
?
mDrx
(t)

µ = min(1− e−t/t0 , µmax)
t← t+ 1
end while
Return xˆ← x(t)
(iii) Combinatorial methods (for the noiseless setting): For some choices of masks, efficient combinatorial
algorithms can be employed to recover the underlying signal, where the choice of masks is closely tied to the
reconstruction technique. However, these methods are typically unstable in the presence of noise.
In [60], a combinatorial algorithm is proposed for the 2 masks {I,D1} which is shown to recover signals
with x[0] 6= 0 up to global phase. The algorithm is derived by expressing the measurements in terms of the
autocorrelation as
a0[m] =
N−1−m∑
j=0
x[j]x?[j +m] a1[m] =
N−1−m∑
j=1
x[j]x?[j +m] for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1.
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Noting that a0[0]−a1[0] =
∣∣x[0]∣∣2, the value of∣∣x[0]∣∣ can be immediately inferred. Since a0[m]−a1[m] = x[0]x?[m],
x[m] for 1 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 is next determined up to a phase ambiguity.
Another combinatorial algorithm is proposed in [25] for the 3 masks {I, I+Ds, I−iDs}, where s is any integer
coprime with N and D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
d[n] = ei2pi
n
N for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1.
It is shown that signals with non-vanishing N point DFT can be uniquely recovered using these masks up to
global phase. Indeed, the measurements obtained in this case provide the knowledge of
∣∣y[n]∣∣2, ∣∣y[n] + y[n− s]∣∣2
and
∣∣y[n]− iy[n− s]∣∣2 for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 (n − s is understood modulo N). Writing y[n] = ∣∣y[n]∣∣ eiφ[n] for
0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, we have∣∣y[n] + y[n− s]∣∣2 = ∣∣y[n]∣∣2 +∣∣y[n− s]∣∣2 + 2∣∣y[n]∣∣∣∣y[n− s]∣∣Re(ei(φ[n−s]−φ[n])),∣∣y[n]− iy[n− s]∣∣2 = ∣∣y[n]∣∣2 +∣∣y[n− s]∣∣2 + 2∣∣y[n]∣∣∣∣y[n− s]∣∣ Im(ei(φ[n−s]−φ[n])).
Consequently, if y[n] 6= 0 for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, then the measurements provide the relative phases φ[n− s]− φ[n]
for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. Since s is coprime with N , by setting φ[0] = 0 without loss of generality, φ[n] can be inferred
for 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. Since most signals have a non-vanishing N point DFT, these 3 masks may be used to recover
most signals efficiently.
In order to be able to recover all signals (as opposed to most signals), a polarization-based technique is
proposed in [62,77]. It is shown that O(logN) masks (see [62] for design details) are sufficient for this technique.
In [63], the authors consider a combinatorial algorithm, based on coding theoretic tools, for the 3 masks
{I, I+ e0e?0, I+ ie0e?0}, where e0 is the N × 1 column vector (1, 0, . . . , 0)T . For signals with x[0] 6= 0, it is shown
that the value of
∣∣x[0]∣∣ can be uniquely found with high probability. The phase of x[0] is set to 0 without loss
of generality, and the phase of x[n] relative to x[0] for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 is inferred by solving a set of algebraic
equations.
The results on masked phase retrieval reviewed in this section are summarized in Table II.
3.2 Numerical Simulations
We now demonstrate the performance of the various algorithms discussed using numerical simulations.
In the first set of simulations, we consider the performance of SDP and WF, for the random mask setup
proposed in [58] and [59] respectively. A total of 50 trials are performed by generating random signals of length
N = 128, such that the values in each location are chosen from an i.i.d. standard normal distribution. For the
WF algorithm, the parameters µmax and t0 where chosen to be 0.2 and 330 respectively. We refer the readers
to [58] and [59] for details about the distributions used. The probability of successful recovery as a function of R
is plotted in Figure 4 in the noiseless setting. It can be observed that R ≈ 6 is sufficient for successful recovery
with high probability for both methods.
In the second set of simulations, the performance of SDP, for the random mask setup proposed in [58] and the
specific two-mask setup proposed in [60], is evaluated in the noisy setting. In the case of random masks, eight
masks are used and the rest of the parameters are the same as in Figure 4. For the two-mask setup, N = 32 is
chosen and the 64 point DFT is considered. The normalized mean-squared error is plotted as a function of SNR
for these two settings in Figure 5. While a direct comparison of the two methods is meaningless since the first
one uses four times as many measurements, the results clearly show that the recovery is stable in the presence of
noise.
4 STFT Phase Retrieval
In this section we consider introducing redundancy into the Fourier measurements by using the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT). The key idea is to introduce redundancy in the magnitude-only measurements by maintaining
a substantial overlap between adjacent short-time sections. As we will see, the redundancy offered by the STFT
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O(log2N))random)masks,)whose)diagonal)entries)are)
i.i.d.)copies)of)a)random)variable)sa=sfying)some)
proper=es,)are)sufficient)for)the)SDP)algorithm)with)
high)probability)[Candes)et)al)2014,)Gross)et)al)2014]))
Robust)methods) For)nonMvanishing)signals,)2)specific)masks)(with)
oversampling))or)5)specific)masks)are)sufficient)for)the)
SDP)algorithm)[Jaganathan)et)al)2015])
O(log4N))random)masks,)whose)diagonal)entries)are)
i.i.d.)copies)of)a)random)variable)sa=sfying)some)
proper=es,)are)sufficient)for)the)Wir=nger)Flow)
algorithm)with)high)probability)[Candes)et)al)2015])
For)signals)with)nonMvanishing)DFT,)3)specific)masks)
are)sufficient)for)a)par=cular)combinatorial)algorithm)
[Candes)et)al)2012])
O(log)N))masks)are)sufficient)for)a)polariza=onMbased)
algorithm)[Bandeira)et)al)2014])
Combinatorial)methods)
)
For)nonMvanishing)signals,)2)specific)masks)(with)
oversampling))or)5)specific)masks)are)sufficient)for)a)
par=cular)combinatorial)algorithm)[Jaganathan)et)al)
2015])
For)signals)sa=sfying)x[0])≠)0,)3)specific)masks)are)
sufficient)for)a)par=cular)combinatorial)algorithm)
[Pedarsani)et)al)2015])
Table II: Uniqueness and recovery algorithms for phase retrieval using masks.
enables unique and robust recovery in many cases. Furthermore, using the STFT leads to improved performance
over recovery from the oversampled Fourier magnitude with the same number of measurements.
Phase retrieval from the STFT magnitude has been used in several signal processing applications, for example
in speech and audio processing [80, 82], where the spectral content of speech changes over time [80, 81]. It has
also been applied extensively in optics. One example is in frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) or XFROG
which are used for characterizing ultra-short laser pulses by optically producing the STFT magnitude of the
measured pulse [39,84]. In FROG the pulse itself (or a function of the pulse) is used to gate the measured signal
while in XFROG gating is performed by a fixed known window. Another example is ptychographical CDI [85]
or Fourier ptychography [40,42,43], a technology which has enabled X-ray, optical and electron microscopy with
increased spatial resolution without the need for advanced lenses.
Let w = (w[0], w[1], . . . , w[W − 1]) be a window of length W such that it has non-zero values only within the
interval [0,W − 1]. The STFT of x with respect to w, denoted by Yw, is defined as
Yw[m, r] =
N−1∑
n=0
x[n]w[rL− n]e−i2pimnN for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ R− 1, (14)
where the parameter L denotes the separation in time between adjacent short-time sections and the parameter
R = dN+W−1L e denotes the number of short-time sections considered.
The STFT can be interpreted as follows: Suppose wr denotes the signal obtained by shifting the flipped
window w by rL time units (i.e., wr[n] = w[rL − n]) and let ◦ denote the Hadamard (element-wise) product
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(a) Probability of successful recovery vs R using SDP.
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(b) Probability of successful recovery vs R using WF.
Figure 4: Performance of the SDP and WF algorithms in the noiseless setting for N = 128 (courtesy of [58]
and [59]).
operator. The rth column of Yw, for 0 ≤ r ≤ R− 1, corresponds to the N point DFT of x ◦wr. In essence, the
window is flipped and slid across the signal (see Figure 6 for a pictorial representation), and Yw corresponds to
the Fourier transform of the windowed signal recorded at regular intervals. This interpretation is known as the
sliding window interpretation [79].
The problem of reconstructing a signal from its STFT magnitude is known as STFT phase retrieval. In fact,
STFT phase retrieval can be viewed as a special instance of phase retrieval using masks, where the different masks
considered are time-shifted copies of the window. This can be seen as follows: Let Zw be the N×R measurements
corresponding to the magnitude-square of the STFT of x with respect to w so that Zw[m, r] =
∣∣Yw[m, r]∣∣2. Let
Wr, for 0 ≤ r ≤ R−1, be the N×N diagonal matrix with diagonal elements (wr[0], wr[1], . . . , wr[N−1]). STFT
phase retrieval can then be mathematically stated as
find x (15)
subject to Zw[m, r] =
∣∣〈fm,Wrx〉∣∣2 for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ R− 1,
which is equivalent to (9).
4.1 Uniqueness
In this subsection, we review the main results regarding uniqueness of STFT phase retrieval. As before, a signal
x is non-vanishing if x[n] 6= 0 for each 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. Similarly, a window w is called non-vanishing if w[n] 6= 0
for all 0 ≤ n ≤W − 1. These results are summarized in Table III.
First, we argue that, for W < N (which is typically the case), L < W is a necessary condition in order to be
able to uniquely identify most signals: If L > W , then the STFT magnitude does not contain any information
from some locations of the signal, because of which most signals cannot be uniquely identified. If L = W , then
the adjacent short-time sections do not overlap and hence STFT phase retrieval is equivalent to a series of non-
overlapping phase retrieval problems. Consequently, as in the case of phase retrieval, most 1D signals are not
uniquely identifiable. For higher dimensions (2D and above), almost all windowed signals corresponding to each of
the short-time sections are uniquely identified up to trivial ambiguities if w is non-vanishing. However, since there
is no way of establishing relative phase, time-shift or conjugate-flip between the windowed signals corresponding
to the various short-time sections, most signals cannot be uniquely identified. For example, suppose we choose
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(a) MSE (dB) vs SNR (dB) for the random mask setup pro-
posed in [58] (N = 128, R = 8).
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(b) MSE (dB) vs SNR (dB) for the specific two-mask setup
proposed in [60] (N = 32,M = 64, R = 2).
Figure 5: Performance of the SDP algorithm in a noisy setting (courtesy of [58] and [60]).
L = W = 2 and w[n] = 1 for all 0 ≤ n ≤ W − 1. Consider the signal x1 = (1, 2, 3)T of length N = 3. Signals x1
and x2 = (1,−2,−3)T have the same STFT magnitude. In fact, more generally, signals x1 and (1, eiφ2, eiφ3)T ,
for any φ, have the same STFT magnitude.
4.1.1 Non-vanishing signals
In [41] it is shown that most non-vanishing signals are uniquely identifiable from their STFT magnitude up to
global phase if 1 ≤ L < W and w is chosen such that it is non-vanishing with W ≤ N2 . In other words, this
result states that, if adjacent short-time sections overlap (the extent of overlap does not matter), then STFT
phase retrieval is almost surely well posed under mild conditions on the window. Observe that, like in phase
retrieval, the global phase ambiguity cannot be resolved due to the fact that signals x and eiφx, for any φ, have
the same STFT magnitude regardless of the choice of {w, L}. However, unlike in phase retrieval, the time-shift
and conjugate-flip ambiguities are resolvable for most non-vanishing signals.
For some specific choices of {w, L}, all non-vanishing signals are uniquely identified from their STFT magni-
tude up to global phase. In [44], it is shown that the STFT magnitude can uniquely identify non-vanishing signals
up to global phase for L = 1 if the windoww is chosen such that theN point DFT of (|w[0]|2, w[1]2, . . . , |w[N−1]|2)
is non-vanishing, 2 ≤W ≤ N+12 and W − 1 is coprime with N . An alternative result is that if the first L samples
are known a priori, then the STFT magnitude can uniquely identify non-vanishing signals for any L as long as
the window w is chosen such that it is non-vanishing and 2L ≤W ≤ N2 [80].
4.1.2 Sparse signals
While the aforementioned results provide guarantees for non-vanishing signals, they do not say anything about
sparse signals. In this section, a signal x of length N is said to be sparse if x[n] = 0 for at least one 0 ≤ n ≤ N−1.
Based on intuitions from compressed sensing, one might expect to recover sparse signals easier than non-vanishing
signals. However, this is actually not the case for STFT phase retrieval.
The following example is provided in [44] to demonstrate that the time-shift ambiguity cannot be resolved for
some classes of sparse signals and some choices of {w, L}: Suppose L ≥ 2, W is a multiple of L and w[n] = 1 for
all 0 ≤ n ≤ W − 1. Consider a signal x1 of length N ≥ L + 1 such that it has non-zero values only within an
interval of the form [(t− 1)L+ 1, (t− 1)L+ L− p] ⊂ [0, N − 1] for some integers 1 ≤ p ≤ L− 1 and t ≥ 1. The
signal x2 obtained by time-shifting x1 by q ≤ p units (i.e., x2[i] = x1[i− q]) has the same STFT magnitude. The
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Figure 6: Sliding window interpretation of the STFT for N = 7, W = 5 and L = 4. The shifted window overlaps
with the signal for 3 shifts, and hence R = 3 short-time sections are considered (courtesy of [41]).
issue with this class of sparse signals is that the STFT magnitude is identical to the Fourier magnitude because
of which time-shift and conjugate-flip ambiguities cannot be resolved.
It is further shown that there are sparse signals that are not recoverable even up to trivial ambiguities for some
choices of {w, L}. Consider two non-overlapping intervals [u1, v1], [u2, v2] ⊂ [0, N − 1] such that u2 − v1 > W ,
and choose signals x1 supported on [u1, v1] and x2 supported on [u2, v2]. The magnitude-square of the STFT
of x1 + x2 and of x1 − x2 are equal for any choice of L. For such examples of sparse signals the two intervals
with non-zero values are separated by a distance greater than W because of which there is no way of establishing
relative phase using a window of length W .
The examples above establish the fact that sparse signals are harder to recover than non-vanishing signals from
their STFT magnitude. Since the issues are primarily due to a large number of consecutive zeros, the uniqueness
guarantees for non-vanishing signals have been extended to incorporate sparse signals with limits on the number
of consecutive zeros. In [41], it is shown that most sparse signals with less than min{W −L,L} consecutive zeros
are uniquely identified from their STFT magnitude up to global phase and time-shift ambiguities if adjacent
short-time sections overlap (i.e., L < W ) and w is chosen such that it is non-vanishing and W ≤ N2 . The work
in [80] establishes that if L consecutive samples are known a priori, starting from the first non-zero sample, then
the STFT magnitude can uniquely identify signals with at most W −2L consecutive zeros for any L if the window
w is chosen such that it is non-vanishing and 2L ≤W ≤ N2 .
4.2 Algorithms
Phase retrieval techniques based on alternating projections, SDP and greedy methods (e.g., GESPAR for sparse
signals) have been modified to solve STFT phase retrieval efficiently and robustly. In this subsection, we provide
a survey of the existing STFT phase retrieval algorithms.
(i) Alternating projections: The classic alternating projection method has been adapted to solve STFT phase
retrieval by Griffin and Lim [82]. To this end, STFT phase retrieval is formulated as the following least-squares
problem:
min
x
R−1∑
r=0
N−1∑
m=0
(
Zw[m, r]−
∣∣〈fm,Wrx〉∣∣2)2. (16)
The Griffin-Lim (GL) algorithm attempts to minimize this objective by starting with a random initialization
and imposing the time domain and STFT magnitude constraints alternately using projections. The details of
the various steps are provided in Algorithm 5. The objective is shown to be monotonically decreasing as the
iterations progress. In the noiseless setting, an important feature of the GL method is its empirical ability to
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Table III: Uniqueness of STFT phase retrieval.
converge to the global minimum when there is substantial overlap between adjacent short-time sections. However,
no theoretical recovery guarantees are available. In the noisy setting, the algorithm has the same limitations as
the GS and HIO techniques for standard phase retrieval.
In optics, a slight variation of the GL iterations is used, referred to as principal components generalized
projections (PCGP). We refer the readers to [84] for details.
Algorithm 5 Griffin-Lim (GL) Algorithm
Input: STFT magnitude-square measurements Zw and window w
Output: Estimate xˆ of the underlying signal
Initialize: Choose a random input signal x(0), ` = 0
while halting criterion false do
`← `+ 1
Compute the STFT of x(`−1): Y (`)w [m, r] =
∑N−1
n=0 x
(`−1)[n]w[rL− n]e−i2pimnN
Impose STFT magnitude constraints: Y
′(`)
w [m, r] =
Y (`)w [m,r]∣∣∣Y (`)w [m,r]∣∣∣
√
Zw[m, r]
Compute the inverse DFT of Y
′(`)
w for each short-time section to obtain windowed signals x
′(`)
r
Impose time domain constraints to obtain x(`): x(`)[n] =
∑
r x
′(`)
r [n]w
?[rL−n]∑
r|w[rL−n]|2
end while
return xˆ← x(`)
(ii) SDP method: In [41,83], the SDP-based phase retrieval approach has been applied to STFT phase retrieval,
leading to the STliFT algorithm detailed in Algorithm 6.
Many recent results in related problems like generalized phase retrieval [55] and phase retrieval using random
masks [58, 61] suggest that one can provide conditions on {w, L}, which when satisfied, ensure that the SDP-
based algorithm correctly recovers the underlying signal. In [41], it is shown that STliFT uniquely recovers
non-vanishing signals from their STFT magnitude up to global phase if L = 1, 2 ≤ W ≤ N2 and w is non-
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Algorithm 6 STliFT
Input: STFT magnitude-square measurements Zw and window w
Output: Estimate xˆ of the underlying signal
Obtain Xˆ by solving
minimize trace(X) (17)
subject to Zw[m, r] = trace( fmf
?
m (X ◦wrw?r) ) for 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ r ≤ R− 1,
X < 0.
Return xˆ, where xˆxˆ? is the best rank-one approximation of Xˆ
vanishing. It is further proved that STliFT uniquely recovers non-vanishing signals from their STFT magnitude
for any 2 ≤ 2L ≤ W ≤ N2 and non-vanishing w if the first L2 samples are known a priori. These guarantees
only partially explain the excellent empirical performance of STliFT. In the noiseless setting, STliFT is observed
empirically to recover most signals for any 2 ≤ 2L ≤W ≤ N2 . In the presence of noise, like many SDP methods,
STliFT appears to exhibit stable recovery. This behaviour is demonstrated in the numerical simulation section.
(iii) GESPAR for sparse signals: If it is known a priori that the underlying signal is sparse, then the recovery
performance can potentially be improved by exploiting this sparsity. One method for taking sparsity into account
is by adapting GESPAR [30] to STFT phase retrieval [44]. Simulations demonstrate that GESPAR is able to
exploit both the redundancy in the measurements and the sparsity of the input, leading to high probability of
successful reconstruction and stable recovery in the presence of noise as long as sufficient redundancy is introduced
into the measurement process. We demonstrate some of these results via simulations below.
(iv) Combinatorial methods (for the noiseless setting): For some choices of {w, L}, researchers have developed
efficient combinatorial methods specific to the STFT phase retrieval setup. In [80], a sequential reconstruction
technique is proposed for non-vanishing signals when L = 1,W ≥ 2. The algorithm works as follows: x[0]
is reconstructed up to a phase from the measurement corresponding to the short-time section r = 0. Using
the knowledge of x[0], x[1] is reconstructed up to a relative phase from the measurement corresponding to
the short-time section r = 1. Continuing sequentially, the entire signal can be estimated up to global phase
(see [80] for details). In [44], a reconstruction algorithm is proposed where
∣∣x[n]∣∣ for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 is first
reconstructed by solving a linear system of equations and the phases of x[n] are then sequentially reconstructed
using a combinatorial method.
Like many sequential reconstruction approaches, these methods are typically unstable in the noisy setting due
to error propagation.
4.3 Numerical Simulations
We now demonstrate the performance of various STFT phase retrieval algorithms using numerical simulations.
In the first set of simulations, the non-vanishing signal recovery ability of STliFT is evaluated for N = 32 in
the noiseless and noisy settings. The window w is chosen such that w[n] = 1 for all 0 ≤ n ≤ W − 1 and the
parameters L and W are varied between 1 and N2 . For each choice of {W,L}, 100 simulations are performed by
randomly choosing non-vanishing signals, such that the values in each location are drawn from an i.i.d. standard
normal distribution. The probability of successful recovery as a function of {W,L} in the noiseless setting is
shown in Figure 7a. Observe that STliFT successfully recovers the underlying signal with very high probability
if 2L ≤ W ≤ N2 . The case L = N4 ,W = N2 uses only six windowed measurements and the underlying signal is
recovered with very high probability by STliFT. Given the limited success of SDP-based methods in the Fourier
phase retrieval setup, this is very encouraging. In the noisy setting, the normalized mean square error is plotted in
Figure 7b for various choices of SNR and {W,L}. The linear relationship between log(MSE) and SNR indicates
that STliFT stably recovers the underlying signal. It can also be seen that when there is significant overlap
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Figure 7: Performance of STliFT for N = 32 and various choices of {W,L} (courtesy of [41]).
between adjacent short-time sections, the signals are recovered more stably, which is not surprising.
In the second set of simulations, the sparse signal recovery abilities of STFT-GESPAR, GL algorithm and
PCGP are evaluated for N = 64 in the noiseless and noisy settings. The window satisfies w[n] = 1 for 0 ≤ n ≤
W − 1 and the parameters L and W are chosen to be {2, 4, 8, 16} and 16 respectively. The sparsity dictionary is
a random basis with i.i.d. standard normal variables, followed by normalization of the columns. To generate the
sparse inputs, for each sparsity level k, the k locations for the non-zero values are chosen uniformly at random.
The signal values over the selected support are then drawn from an i.i.d. standard normal distribution.
STFT-GESPAR is used with a threshold τ = 10−4 and maximum number of swaps 50000, PCGP and GL
are run using 50 random initial points with 1000 maximal iterations. For comparison with the Fourier transform
approach, the performance of GESPAR with the same parameters and oversampling factors of {8, 4, 2, 1} is
shown. In Figure 8a, the probability of successful recovery as a function of sparsity is plotted. Note that when
L = 16 there is no redundancy in the STFT and therefore it is not surprising that there is no advantage to the
STFT method. In all other cases for which L < 16, the STFT introduces redundancy, which leads to improved
performance over simply oversampling the DFT. It is also evident that GESPAR outperforms both the GL and
PCGP algorithms.
In Figure 8b, the effect of noise and the DFT length on the normalized mean-squared error is considered. All
parameters are the same as in Figure 8a besides L which is set to L = 1 and the signal length chosen as N = 32.
The DFT length is set to K = {2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. When K is smaller than the window length W = 16, a DFT of
length W is used and only the first K measurements are chosen (i.e., only the K low frequency measurements
are used). As expected, increasing the DFT length improves the recovery ability. It is also evident that the
performance improves significantly when all Fourier components are measured, namely, when K ≥ 16.
5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we reviewed some of the recent progress on phase retrieval. In many cases, we demonstrated
that an unknown signal can be robustly and efficiently recovered from a set of phaseless Fourier measurements.
In particular, we first considered the problem of sparse phase retrieval. We noted that most sparse signals can
be uniquely identified from their autocorrelation, and presented two efficient and robust algorithms (TSPR and
GESPAR). Then, we considered the problem of phase retrieval using masks. We presented various masks which
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Figure 8: Performance of STFT-GESPAR for N = {32, 64} and various choices of {K,W,L} (courtesy of [44]).
allow for unique and robust recovery of the unknown signal. Finally, we treated the problem of STFT phase
retrieval. We noted that most signals can be uniquely identified from their STFT magnitude, and suggested an
efficient and robust algorithm (STliFT) for signal recovery. These results clearly have many practical applications
in optics and imaging systems where measuring the phase is often challenging. They may also have ramifications
to other areas of engineering, such as radar, wireless communications, and more, where the possibility of avoiding
having to measure the phase could result in simpler and cost-effective practical systems.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to thank Prof. Mordechai Segev and Oren Cohen for introducing
them to the STFT phase retrieval problem, and for many insightful discussions regarding phase retrieval and
optics.
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